Wire Shelving – 9500 / 9600 Series
Stationary and Mobile Assembly Instructions
Thank you for selecting 9500-S / 9600-S (Stationary) or 9500-M / 9600-M (Mobile) wire shelving from Salsbury Industries. We are confident that the
quality and construction of the wire shelving will prove to be a good investment. These instructions are to assist you in assembling the wire shelving.

Preliminary Notes
Please read the complete assembly instructions before attempting to
assemble the wire shelving. Check the parts to be sure that they are
correct for the job and that there is no damage. First review all
illustrations to identify part names.
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Each wire shelving unit includes:
• Four (4) posts with adjustable feet
• Four (4) adjustable shelves with sixteen (16) shelf clips
• Four (4) locking casters (if Mobile wire shelving ordered)
Note: On top of the caster there is a silver nut that needs to be turned
once clockwise. Then place the caster in the post and turn the caster
retainer (above the wheel) clockwise until the rubber expands. This will
keep the caster firmly in place.
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Assembly
Note: The top end of a post is identified by the first groove being
about 1/2” from the end. The bottom end of the post is identified by
the first groove being about 2-1/2” from the end. Ensure that all
four (4) posts are positioned in the same direction when installing
the shelf clips for the bottom shelf.
1. Install both halves of one shelf clip at the lowest desired shelf position
on the bottom end of one of the posts. The tabs and notches on each
half should mate securely. Note that there are ridges inside the clips
that lock into grooves on the post. There are alignment marks on
the outside of the clips to facilitate positioning the clips such that
the interior ridges mate with the post grooves. Install the clips in the
exact same position on the other three (3) posts.
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2. Indentify the bottom versus the top of a shelf by noting that the
top of the shelf has the large wire grid and that the markings on the
collars on the corners of the shelf read upright. Slide a post up
through the bottom end of the collar on one of the corners of a shelf until
the shelf clip is inside the collar except for about 1/8” of the shelf clip still
visible. Repeat for the other three (3) posts, installing each in another
corner of the shelf. Stand the unit upright with the bottom ends of the
posts on the floor.
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3. Install the remaining three (3) shelves up from the bottom at the
desired positions, repeating Steps 1 and 2.
4. Turn the unit on its side and install the adjustable feet (Stationary) or
casters (Mobile), as desired. If casters are being installed, the adjustable
feet that are in the box with the posts will not be used. The assembly is
now complete.
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